Trustees Place Lid
On SJS Enrollment
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a% a r-sult of a
Jos,- ’I’d’
I 7,1HH t.stutletit ceiling on S.’S ens ollment
resolution calling
which sae adopted at the state college board of trustees meeting
in Arcata Friday.
Current full-tiine equivalent Fn.., enuAlment at S.IS is estiNo. 122 mated at 14.000 students.
In recommending the full-time student body limits, the trustees
set a 12,000 figure for San Francisco State.
dale-Burbank area deserved "priDetails in restricting SJS’s en- ority attention" for new state colrollment now will have to be lege&
worked out by State College
Prior to Friday’s meeting the
Chancellor Glenn S Dianke’s staff. campus planning committee of the
A proposal from Dunike recurn- board of trustees approved plans
mending an immediate start on a for the first unit of a new $10
new state colleeg in San Mateo
.science building for the SJS
%%eel... designed County was rejected at Friday’s campus.
AWS
faculty
and
to honor all coeds
meeting.
This first unit. a $5.837,000 north
Rejection of the immediate start wing, will be constructed in the
women, will begin today with a
faculty panel discussion on various of the new college was by the center of the Wait bounded by
State Co-Ordinating Council on San Carlos, San Salvador, Fourth
problems of modern college women,
Higher Education. The council re- and Sixth streets.
to be held at 2:30 in TH55.
fused to authorize a request to the
It will include a six-story main
Topics to be discussed will be state legislature for the college. I
wing with a seven -story service
"Women in College," "Personal
A resolution by trustees, how- wing and basement. The building
Development of the College ever, repeated their contention that
consists of a structural steel frame
Woman," and "Careers for the San Mateo County and the Glen - with light-weight concrete floor
College Graduate."
over metal decks.
Faculty members on the panel
In other action, the gifts and
include: Dr. Gladys F. Gilmore, aspublic affairs committee approved
sociate professor of history; Dr.
a resolution to restrict state colDonald Head, assistant professor
lege cafeteria use to students. fac,
of English; Dr. Marion Richarrl.
ulty members, staff employees and
associate professor English; Dr
their guests
Robert Wilson, assistant profes.-t .1
The chAtive in policy, which will
of sociology, anti Miss N an .
’tin Cafeteria, followed
affect
Shingler, instructor in speech and
the California Resa prob
drama.
wiation.
"What is a College?" will be aurant
Jeanie Archer, sophomore po- discussed by John Ciardi, poetio
litical science major, will moderate editor and critic for the Saturd:::.
Review, today at 11:30 a.m.
the discussion.
Tonight, Dr. Snell Putney, asso- Concert Hall. The speech is p.n.
ciate professor of sociology, will to the public without charge.
speak on "War, Peace, and : Ciardi will be introduced to
Dr. Robert H. Woodward. head ot
Women.
The annual inspector general inlecThis afternoon at 3:30 a fashion the English Department. The
spection, with Lt. Col, Jack M.
by
the
sponsored
first
the
ture
is
show and honors ceremony will
the Meiss, inspector general from the
be held for 50 outstanding SJS California state colleges with
!Presidio in San Francisco presidLecCollege
the
of
cooperation
women. Awards will also be preing, will include an awards presensented to the outstanding SJS ture Committee.
Ciardi’s translation of Dante’s tation this afternoon at 1:30 on
woman of the year, and to the outthe campus drill field.
standing faculty woman of the "Divine Comedy" is available in
First to be presented will be the
the Spartan Bookstore. His reyear.
cording of "The Inferno" is in Distinguished Military Students
winChi
Omega,
ladies
of
The
laward to Cadet John Irving. This
the library.
ner of Sparta Sings, will do a
Former host of the television award is given to a person who
short routine.
show "Accent." Ciardi is the au- possesses outstanding qualities of
Miss Frances Robinson, asso- thor of eight poetry books and leadership and is in the upper third
ciate professor of music, will is a fellow of the American Acad- of his ROTC course in the adspeak Tomorrow night at in the emy of Arts and Sciences. He is vanced class.
AWs lounge. Her topic will be past president of the National
A letter of appreciation will be
"European Women and American .College English Association.
given to Cadet Gary Ogley.
Women."
A Drill Team Ribbon, awarded
He instructed English at the
Barbara Barnard is in charge of University of Kansas City and to those cadets who were on the
activities for the week. Working Harvard. Ciardi later became pro- drill team for one full semester,
with her are Terri Harrington and fessor of English at Rutgers Uni- will be presented. Also, cadets who
Judy Strowbridge, fashion show: uersity
have attained outstanding memberPat Leire. tea; Joan Bakken, pubship in the ROTC rifle team for
licity; Sharon King. programs air I
one year will be given Di ill Team
decoration; and Ru th Wood
IRibbons,
Other awards to be presented
awards.
-will be the intrabattalion Sports
Award and the Drum and Bugle
House Favors
Students and faculty still mar Corps Ribbon.

Former Olympian Johnson Phi Kappa Phi Honors ;Women’s Week
Speaks Tomorrow in TH55 Dr. Edward Madden StartslenaP;yadoT
at 2:30

Rafer Johnson. 1960 Olympic
Decathlon champion and currently
National Director of the University
People-to-People program, will
speak on "The Student’s Responsibility in W o r Id Understanding"
-

International Week
At SJS, Mayor
Salutes Students
Mayor Robert I. Welch of San
Jose has proclaimed the week of
May 13-18 as "International Student Week as a salute to those
students of all nations who have
made the City of San Jose a haven
for learning and living for all
free people."
Mayor Welch has said that International Week will "create
better understanding on the SJS
campus" between other students
and with authority.
Mayor Welch points out the
fact that the City of San Jose has
long allowed International Students use of part of the USO
building on Market Street and
he has indicated hopes that in
plans for further San Jose expannon programs there will be room
for an International Student Center on campus.
Mrs. Paula Cell, of the Internitional Student Center, co-sponsor of International Week, states
that the purpose of International
Week is "to make the campus
aware of International Students
around and on campus" and to
let international students share
the culture of different lands with
the SJS student and the San Jose
community.

Throne of Blood’
Shown Tomorrow
’ Throne of Blc.xl," the story of
a power-hungry war lord in 16th
century Japan, will be shown at
tomorrow’s classic film series 3:30
;ind 7 p.m. in TH55.
The film, directed by Akira Kurns,awz, has been described as using
the story of Shakespeare’s "Macbeth" and applying it to a Japanese
load during the Sengoku civil
wars.
The movie, sponsored by the
Spartan Programs Committee and
Audio-Visual Service Center, is
free to the college community.

tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in T1l55.
Johnson will be greeted by memDr. Edward H. Madden, profesbers of the ASB Inter-Cultural
Steering Committee when he ar- sor of philosophy, has been awardrives on campus. These will be a ed the 1963 Distinguished Scholar
Award by the San Jose State
chapter of Phi Kappa Phi, national scholastic honorary society.
The award will be presented at
the annual initiation banquet on
May 23, at which Dr. Madden

Student Honored;
Received All A’s
At San Jose State

RAFER JOHNSON
. . . gold medal winner

The first liberal arts student in
ten yeass to graduate from SJS
with a straight four point overall
average was among the spring
graduates honored yesterday at a
luncheon held by the Phi Beta
Kappa Faculty Club at 12:30 in
rooms A and B of the cafeteria.
Mrs. Elsie Kent, a French major, has received no grade lower
than "A" during her attendance at
SJS. She has four children and
was born in England. Each year
the top liberal arts graduate is
awarded his choice of any book.
Mrs. Kent chose the Praeger Picture Encyclopedia of Art.

luncheon at 11:30 in the cafeteria
followed by his talk in TH55.
At 1 p.m., following a question
and answer session in TH55, Johnson will meet with members of
the ISCS in an informal discussion
group.
Johnson joined People-to-People
in early 1962, when the University
program was being developed on a
’GREAT DISTINCTION*
national basis. At that time he was
Other
spring graduates with
Peace
special consultant for the
Corps in which he is still active. "great distinction" honored at yesterday’s meeting include: Mrs.
Sharon Reimel, 3.96, mathematics;
Mrs.
Alene Stirnmann,
3.94;
Wayne Rush, 3.99, zoology; Robert
Stavn, 3.85, biology; Mary Gay
Doman, 3.82, Spanish;
Susan Ann Corwin, 3.81, English;
A record number of alumni at- Jack Pockmark 3.77, social science;
tended the Golden Grad luncheon Warren Firenzi, 3.71, political sciin the Home Economics Building ence; Michael Harry Powell, 3.69.
Saturday. The alumni who have mathematics; Bruce Nakata, 3.68,
been graduated 50 years ago or chemistry;
more, friends, and family numLinda Nelson, 3.66, mathematics;
bered 126, according to Rick Bux- Eine. Cunningham, 3.65, English:
ton, executive director of the James Webb, 3.64, industrial relaAlumni Assn.
tions; Lauriece Krolick, 3.64, EngSan Josean Mrs. Kate Smith, lish; Nadine N. Kewish, 3.63, soclass of 1890, received an orchid cial science; Gail Granzow, 3.61,
for being the oldest graduate.
English; Michael Sevilla, 3.59,
Alumni President William Eckert chemistry;
addressed the Golden Grads.
Mrs. Lynnet Lee Keihl, 3.37,
Newly elected officers are Mrs. I social science; Mrs. Virginia Lee,
Alpha Sawyer Crowell, 1913, presi- 3.56, general elementary; Norbert
dent; Miss Hazel H. Fremann, 1912, Witt, 3.56, mathematics; Ronald
vice president; and Mr. Walter Jones, 3.54, psychology and philosMisenhimer, 1907, secretary-treaophy; and Joane Takeko Umernoto,
surer. Roy Thompson is outgoing 3.53, English.
president.
MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS

126 Attend Lunch
For Golden Grads

World Wire
ADVANCE FORCES ARRIVE IN BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. UPI)An advance detail of federal forces
set up headquarters yesterday five blocks from a Negro section of
Birmingham where a four-hour riot erupted Sunday morning.
Combat -equipped federal troops were poised at jump-off spots 80
miles south and 60 miles east of this racially torn industrial city on
orders from President Kennedy.
Birmingham was quiet and on the surface, at least, was near
normal today. Heavily armed highway patrolment remained in the
riot -torn area. Traffic moved along the streets as an any other Monday morning. But at intersections were patrolmen, who had slept in
Patrol cars during the night with carbines and shotguns close at hand.
State authorities claimed the crisis here was "firmly under control" and said the riot-trained federal troops that flew into Maxwell
Air Force Base to the south and Ft. McClellan to the east were
not needed.
RUSSIA TO ANSWER U.S. TESTS WITH OWN SERIES
MOSCOW (UPI) The Russians hinted yesterday they would
retaliate to planned U. S. nuclear tests in Nevada with a new round
of tests of their own.
The Atomic Energy Commission announced last week that three
small experiments would be conducted at the Nevada proving grounds
later this month as part of an American research program.
In a broadcast yesterday morning, the official Moscow Radio
charged that the United States "is imposing on the world a new
round in the atomic arms race." It said the Soviet Union "is not going
to stand by idly watching the U.S.A. perfect its nuclear weapons."
FORMER SYRIAN PREMIER RECALLED
DAMASCUS, Syria (UPD--Salah MUM, who resigned as premier
last week, has been renamed to form a new government following the
resignation of Culture Minister Sami Al Juntli, Damascus Radio
said last night.
The report said the National Council of the revolutionary command accepted Jundi’m resignation. Jundi was named premier after
Ititar’s government fell in the wake of pro -Nasser demonstrations
throughout the country.
Damascus Radio said Biter also will be acting foreign minister
in addition to his sx.at as premier.
Towns in the south were tense following head cracking and jailfilling clashes Sunday between students and troops.
Damascus was quiet, but army units patrolled the streets as a
warning to students boycotting their schools to remain peaceful.

Requirements for membership in
the Key Club are more comprehensive than scholarship alone. The
student must have at least, three
semesters at SJS. He aLso must
have at least 50 units of liberal
arts.
The top three per cent of each
semester’s graduates are chosen as
members of the SJS Key Club by
the faculty members of the Phi
Beta Kappa Club on campus.
Yesterday’s luncheon was attended by the members of the
group, with exception of Dean
Robert Martin, who is attending a
conference at Asilomar.

U.S. Astronaut
Could Be Halted
By Foul Weather
Only foul weather could prevent L. Gordon Cooper front becoming America’s next man -inspace today.
The second half of the countdown for the 22 -orbit flight was
to begin at midnight last night if
everything went according to plan.
Once in orbit, Cooper was to have
remained 100 to 160 miles above
the Earth for about 34 hours.
Cooper’s flight program called
for eight hours sleep, 10 scientific
experiments invoicing radiation
and light effects in the high atmosphere, and an attempt to photograph the Earth with a lightweight television camera.

will be the principal speaker.
Last year’s award, the first
Made by the chapter, went to In
Alexander Viscinich, more nor of
sociology. The honor is given to
the member of the faculty who,
In the opinion of the chapter members, has made a distinguished
scholarly contribution to his field.
Dr. Madden, a native of Gary,
Ind., received his Ph.D. from the

Translator
John Ciardi
Talks Today

ROTC To Honor
Cadet John Irving

DR. EDWARD H. MADDEN
. . . distinguished scholar
University of Iowa, and his A.B.
and M.A. from Oberlin College.
Prior to coming to SJS in 1959,
he taught eight years at the University of Connecticut.
He is general editor of the Harvard University Press’ "Source
Books in the History of Sciences,"
and is a member of the editorial
board of the Philosophy of Science
Journal. Also. Dr. Madden is a
member of the national publications committee of the American
Philosophical Assn. and author
of numerous books and articles
for philosophical journals.
Currently, Professor Madden is
president of the Charles S. Peirce
Society, a philosophical organizetion of Canada and the U.S.

JFK, Macmillan
Study Ban Note
From Khrushchev
LONDON 1UPI)
Premer Nikita Khrushchev has sent a reply
to the joint appeal from President
Kennedy and Prime Minister Harold Macmillian urging an early
nuclear test ban, the Foreign Office said today.
The Foreign Office spokesman
said the Soviet reply is "under
study" by Macmillan.
In Washington, the White House
confirmed that President Kennedy
had received a note from Khrushchev and is "studying it." The
White House declined immediate
comment on the letter except to
say that the note arrived after
Kennedy’s pessimistic news conference comments last week on
disarmament prospects.
Kennedy and Macmillan urged
Khrushchev last month to stop
stalling and nelp to pave the way ,
for nuclear test ban with adequate
international verif t ion.
The U.S. and British envoys in
MASCCAV prcsented the KennedyMacmillan appeal at a special interview with Khrushchev at the
Kremlin April 24.
Details of the Anglo-American
approach have not been disclosed,
but according to authoritative diplomatic sotirres the Western move
was desizned to try and break the
deadlock at the marathon Geneva
nuclear tants.
Khrushehev’s immediate reaction
to the Allied initiative was reported nt the time to have been
coo;. The Soviet leader, however
said he would study the Western
Ideas and send ,a reply in due
C011114e,

Save Money Lives
At Seat Belt Sale

Paddling ’Johnny’

WASHINGTON t PI I House
members went on record yesterday
in favor of paddling unruly students, and if that doesn’t work,
throwing them out of school.
The voted 277-53 to overturn a
rule of the local board of education
barring corporal punishment. The
measure, which has come to be
known as the "paddling bill," now
goes to the Senate.
The legislation would authorize
use of reasonable force by teachers
and principals in District of Columbia schools.

purchase specially priced seat belt.
at the Spartan Bookstore dun:
the current campaign being c’:
ducted by the National Safet,
Council and local organizations.
During the sale students may
purchase belts for $6.19 and have ,
them installed on specified days
for $1.50. Volunteer industrial arts
students will do the installing.
which usually takes no more than
20-minutes, at the corner of Eighth
and San Carlos streets, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Thursday and
Friday, May 16-17 and 23-24.
I
The sale ends May 24.

Canadian Minister
Invited to DU Meet
The Ill lb. latster l;. Pearson,
prime minister of the Dominion of
Canada has been invited to attend
the international convention of
Delta Upsilon fraternity, to be
held at San Jose State College
Aug. 31.
The prime minister is an alumni
member of Delta Upsilon, which is
the oldest, continuously operating
social fraternity in the United
States.

’WE SOLEMNLY SWEAR . .

NEW ASB OFFICERS for 1963-64 were officially
installed Sunday night at the ASB Inaugural Banquet at Asilomar Conference Grounds, Pacific
Grove. New officers being sworn in by ASB
Chief Justice Jeff Davis are (I. to r.) William
Holley, attorney general; Al Henninger, treas-

urer; Bob Coority, pvecutive secretary; Bob
Pisan, vice president: an Steve Larson, president. Also installed AT the banquetpart of the
annual ASB Transition Retreatwere members
of nest year’s Student Council, who will hold
their first regular meeting tomorrow afternoon
in the College Union.

111-8PABTAN DA/LT
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Thrust and Parry

A Phi O’s
Initiate Six
In Chapel

Student Restates
ASB Criticisms

At ceremonies in Memorial
Chapel Friday evening, the
brothers of Alpha Phi Omega
Initiated six SJS students into
their service fraternity. The six
are John Beckrest, James Bush,
Raymond Garcia. James Grassi.
Richard Pifteretti and Michael
Read.
The initiation was the climax
of an 11 week pledge program
in which each pledge was required to perform a minimum
of 35 hours of service to the
campus and community.
Following the initiation ceremony, Alpha Phi Omega president John Graham announced
that James Grassi had been selected the outstamung pledge for
the spring semester. All of the
pledges were indeed outstanding
in their performance to the campus in the past semester, and all
were heartily welcomed to the
only men’s national fraternity
on campus.
An Alpha Phi Omega remity
occurred on the same evening,
as President Graham announced
that brothers Kent Vlautin and
Judd Fuller had been chosen the
outstanding members for this
school year. This was the first
time since 1956 that Alpha Phi
Omega has conferred this honor
upon any of its members.

On

Editor:
In answer to Al Henninger,
I should like to restate my
criticism of the ASB government in more succinct terms:
1. Despite the large list given
in his letter of ASH -supported
activities, a majority of students either participate very
little or not at all, and certainly most students do not receive an equitable share of the
benefits of the ASB. I ask, then,
why all should pay equally?
2. I see no reason why the
officers of the ASH and its judiciary should be so afraid of
democratic processes that they
cannot run a proper election;
and then, even when grossly
criticized by their own organ,
The Daily, they should not void
these abortive elections.
3. I also feel, in light of the
above, that all students should
be allowed to decide, by pleb-

’The Trial’Superb Film,
Spectacular Achievement
Its 13013 l’ tl I \ 1

"The Trial" is The deeeptis..ely
simple name for one of the most
baffling and suspense packed

eampium

TO. thi uhnan

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many
Loves of Liable Gilliq,"

HOW TO SEE EUROPE
FOR ONLY $300 A DAY: NO. 2
Last week we discussed England, the first stop on the tour of
Europe that every American college student is going to make
this summer. Today we will take up your next stopFrance,
or the Pearl of the Pacific. as it is generally called.
To get from England to France, one greases one’s body and
swims the English Channel. Similarly, to get from France to
Spain, one greases one’s body and slides down the Pyrenees.
And, of course, to get from France to Switzerland, one greases
one’s body and wriggles through the Simplon Tunnel. Thus, as
you can see, the most important single item to take to Europe
is a valise full of grease.
No. Tam wrong. The most important thing to take to Europe
is a valise full of Marlboro Cigarettesor at least
oly as

W inlioduced 6’lioilize66 10
the customs regulations will allow. And if by chance you should
run out of Marlboros in Europe, do not despair. That familiar
red and white Marlboro package is as omnipresent in Europe
as it is in all fifty of the United States. And it is the -ante
superb cigarette you find at homethe same pure white filter,
the same zestful, mellow blend of tobaccos preceding the filter.
This gem of the tobacconist’s art, this prodigy of cigarette
engineering, was achieved by Marlboro’s well-known research
teamFred Softpack and Walter Fliptopand I, for one, am
grateful.
But I distress. We were speaking of Franceor the Serpent of
the Nile, as it is popularly termed.
Let us first briefly sum up the history of France. The nation
was discovered in 1066 by Madame Guillotine. There followed
a series of costly wars with Schleswig-Holstein, the Cleveland
Indians, and Jean Jacques Rousseau. Stability finally came to
this troubled land with the coronation of Marshal Foch, who
married Lorraine Alsace and had three children: Holey. Money,
and Charlemagne. This later became known as the Petit Trianon.
Marshal Fochor the Boy Orator of the Platte, as he was
affectionately calledwas succeeded by Napoleon, who introduced shortness to France. Until Napoleon the French were
the tallest nation in Europe. After Napoleon most Frenchmen
were able to walk comfortably under card tables. This later
became known OF the Hunchback of Notre Hame.
Napoleon, after his defeat by Credit Mebilier. was exiled to
Elba, where he made the famous statement, "able was I ere I
saw Elba." This sentence reads the same whether you spell it
forward or backward. You can also spell Marlboro backeor..
Oroblram. Do not, however, try to smoke Marlboro bark-. because that undoes all the pleasure of the finest cigarette
After Napoleon’s death the French people fell into a great fit
of melancholy, known as the LOtliFiallit Purchase. For over a
century everyone sat around moping and refusing his food.
This torpor was not lifted until Eiffel built his famous tower,
which made everybody giggle so hard that today France is the
gayest country in Europe.
Each night the colorful natives gather at sidewalk safes and
Ithout "Oo-la-la as Maurice Chevalier promenades down the
Champs Elysees swinging his malacca cane. Then, tired but
happy, everyone gore to the Louvre for broils of onion ,.oup.
The principal industry of France is cashing travellers cheek&
Well Fir. I ruses thee(’ all rat, need to know above Ernpre.
Pied week we will visit the Land of the Midnight SunSpqin.
C 1551 mar nkownaa
Nest week. erery week. the best cigarette arm eon hay the
whole usorld over is fi.iter-tipped Mariborus-4ott pack or
Flip-Top boxyou get a lot to like.

pictures to flash on local screens
in years.
It’s a significant film and a
real intellectual workout.
The film is based on a story
by Franz Kafka. Starring at the
head of an extensive international cast are Anthony Perkins, in
a brilliant performance, and Orson Welles, who also directed
and produced the film.
Kafka’s story is an allegory, a
tragedy, a comedy. It’s something that will mean all things
to all people.
It’s filled with the sardonic,
the satirical, the tragic.
The film’s story abounds in so
many subtleties and and complexities that it almost defies
retelling, let alone interpretation.
Thus it is a film that apparently must be judged heavily on
the merits of its actors. In
this sense, "The Trial." must be
listed as a superb film and a
spectacular achievement.
Essentially the story concerns
a "Mr. Kay" (Perkins), who has
been arrested and is facing trial
This is the only idea in the
film that anyone can point to
with any bit of confidence. Who
has arrested Perkins and what
he is charged with never is fully
told.
This is the film’s beginning
and from here to its conclusion
all logic and sense go out the
window.
Perkins attempts to find out
just what "crime" he has committed. This much seems certain.
The film is peopled by an odd
assortment of characters and
topsy-turvey settings that give
it the quality of a dreamor
more accuratelya nightmare.
For that’s what it is. It’s a
sequence of frightening. unrealistic happenings that defy logic.
What the film "means," is
purely a matter of conjecture
Who is "Mr. Kay," and what is
his "crime?"
Each viewer must decide this
himself. Is Perkins symbolic of
humanity and is his crime every
brutal and senseless act people
have committed throughout history?
Is it trying to say this is what
we are and this is where we’re
going if we don’t watch out?
The Ul.o.’s final seconds would
seem to favor this, but even this

cannot be said with any sense of
confidence. Is it more a sardonic
look at our concepts of law and
justice?
It’s no surprise that Welles
gives his usual top-notch performance. He is an actor’s actor.
What is surprising is the
youthful Perkins’ emotion packed, masterful handling of the
difficult "Mr. Kay" role. With
this performance Perkins establishes himself as one of the finest
young actors of our time.

iscite, the future of the compulsory student government.
I may need straightening out
in order to fit your stereotype
of the student. Mr. Henninger,
but I think that there are Mbil3’
(such as John R. Bird) who
wouldn’t quite agree.
Carl E’. Nash
ASH 11517

Education Must
Preserve Status Quo
Editor:
Prof. Birns, in a recent offcampus talk, daringly suggested
a student’s task as that of perennially seeking after truth, perennially attempting to cut away
the irrational, the absurd, the
clutter--and. in their place, to
pedestal what is truly meaningful. And he even had the audacity to suggest that the state
endorse such a task, that the
state give it priority over other
tasks.
But to all of this I disagree.
I disagree for several reasons,
one of which I’ll now explain. It
seems to me that, although
truth may be important, the
primary task of a state and
community-supported school is
to justify the prevailing cultural
heritage, to justify and make
secure the status quo. If the
schools did take some kind of
reconstructive attitude, the supposed vehicle of society ends up
undermining that society. It is
thus realistically held by most
educators:
Attempts to build a new social
order may involve some degree
of disloyalty to the existing
order: such attempts tend to
reduce education to the questionable process of molding
preconceived, and possibly unsanctioned, attitudes; the chil-

by Dru Chia’ berg
MAN’S BEST FRIENDJohn Deal, senior industrial arts major,
stands with his friend Ed Electron. The robot, built by Deal as a
special project for this school year, will serve as a demonstration
to entice high school students into entering the engineering
field at San Jose State.

DU Housemother Will Escort Coeds
On Tour to Hawaii This Summer
Twenty-five San Jose State
coeds will be Hawaii -bound this
summer and 10 more can join
this Oght-week tour to the University of Hawaii as part of a
Howard Tour program, according
to Miss Kathryn Cassin, Delta
Upsilon housemother who will
escort the coeds.
The group of SJS coeds will

HAWAII

be joined by approximately 500
other college women from
throughout the United States.
Cost of the tour is $589 plus
tax, which includes round trip jet
travel, living accommodations,
and a wide diversification of dinners, parties, shows, cruises,
sightseeing events, beach activities and cultural entertainment.
In addition, the coeds may
register for as many as six
units at the University of
Hawaii.
Further information about the
tour may he obtained from Miss
Co. .n at CY 3-2049.

1963 "PIG SUMMER"
The Biennial Year of the World Famous
Yacht Race From Los Angeles to Hawaii

SJS Student
Builds Robot
Ed Electron
By STAN NASC1.31ENTO
Joe College may look forward
to one more competitor as Ed
Electron, San Jose State’s first
robot, invades the campus.
The six-foot automaton has
been completed by John Deal,
SJS senior, majoring in industrial arts with a stress in electronics.
Ed, the robot, can pretty well
keep up with the students, according to Deal. He can walk
and move about independently;
he’s able to distinguish color and
movement, and he can add, subtract, divide, and multiplyjust
the answer for struggling math
students.
Changing directions on command is another of his abilities,
commented Deal He will do a
right face, left face, or about
face with any ROTC man.
Also, he can answer questions,
bend his arms, and pick up objects.
"Ed can smoke a ten -cent
cigar in three minutes flat," said
Deal. He also rotates his head
360 degrees, presenting competition for Joe College.
Through the use of a handheld transmitter, the robot can
be controlled from a distance
range of Po to 2 miles, which
means our fine metal friend can
be operated anywhere on campus. His receiving antenna is
mounted on the dorsal portion of
his frame.
This latest campus addition is
made of 16 guage pot roll steel.
Bob Loeffler, also a senior, helped Deal with the metal work.
Mr. Machine’s primary function is to serve as a demonstration in the radio telematory
class. He will also become a
public relations man, participating in demonstrations at various high schools in the area to
stimulate interest in the field of
electronics.
This is not Deal’s first major
project for the college. He also
designed and built KSJS, the
college FM station.

Yugoslavian Student
Wants U.S. Letters
Editor:
I am student collect unuse
postage stamps and love get unused stamps also of your country. For exchange I send stamps
of our country, unused, used,
first day covers, also can send
postcards, hankies and doll in
native costume for stamps. So I
free write random with wish e
you so kind can publish artick
for my exchange wish to get
exchange pals. My address: Mis.s
H. Ocko, Jamova 34, Ljubljana,
Jugoslavia. With again request
you perhaps can fulfill my as.
change wish.
I am, dear sirs, with kind
regards,
H. Oa
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Editor:
It is a pleasure to welcome
Dr. Collins and his art graduates to the study of chemistry.
However, I fear that the undoubted aesthetic appeal of mixing, boiling, pouring, filtering,
distilling, crystallizing, and synthesizing the vari-hued compounds with which we work will
be quickly dissipated by the regrettable odors which accom-

SperZtaizailii
...1.0=Ecaziamacliemp,

Dormitory Living on Campus or
Apartment Residence at Waikiki

MISS KATHRYN CASSIN

’Try Politics,’
Prof Tells Artists

pan)’ most of them, quite
differ,
ent front the fine, clean smell
of oil paint, fresh canvas
burlap
bags, old pieces of iron, etc.
from which artists are wont
to
for their creations.
suggest instead that Pee
Collins direct his attention
to
a prior invasion of his domain,
carried out successfully by
the
practitioners of Political Science.
A number of well-known prime
ministers, presidents, president’s
wives, and other notables have
been dabbling in art for some
time now. Surely this would he
a more rewarding new frontier
than chemistry, a notoriously
dull and difficult study. I can
visualize it now: exchangire
paint -smeared smock for white
tie and tails, artist’s palette kr
tongue-in-cheek, and sallyirg
forth to recover the Nationa:
Art Gallery treasures from the
Waite House.
R. curtis Lee
Ated. Prof. of Chemistry

Opposite Library)

UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION

Representative on S.J.S. Campus

dren are thus receiving, not
the social heritage, but the untried plans of inexperienced
visionaries. (Edgar B. Wesley
and Stanley P. Wronskl,
Teaching Social Studies in
High Schools, 1958, p.
Ron Brockett
ASB 16264

Al Kirk
says:

"I found a
part-time job,
with a
Spartan Dailyf
Classified Ad"
2 lines, I weeL

2 dollars
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Slated for Friday
The last piaatection of the
opting season by the Speech and
Drama Department will start
Friday as "The Game of Love
and Chance," by Marivaux.
Tickets fur the French play
are on sale at the Theater Box
Office every afternoon for 50
cents with an ASB card. $1.25
without. The comedy will cenUnite on Saturday and May 22,
2.;. 24 and 25, beginning at 8:15
pin.
The comedy, about a double
disguise of young lovers, was
first performed at the Theatre
ltalien in 1730. It was written
with Italian actors in mind as
are many of Marivaux’s plays.
It was originally titled "Le Jett
de L’Amour et de hasard," and
contains some of the same
characters found in his other
plays.
The plot centers around
young girl who has ideas of
romantic love crushed by her
father’s selection of a husband
for her. In her distress she de.

rides to disguise herself as her
maid. The device is further cornplieated when the husband -to-he
conies to the same conelusion
and switches with his servant.
The rettlat ia this double
switch, of course, is that the,
levers intended fur each other
are properly paired from the
start although each imagines he
or she is addressing the wrong
person. This idea is pursued at
two levels since the disguised
servants also fall in sac.
’A romantic comedy of rare
charm which shows within a
comic framework the rapid
changes of emotions and thought
playing across the young lovers’
lives results," states Ward WUhamson. director, and new assistant professor of speech from
Illinois.
The production will maintain
the usual conventions of the period that the play was written.
The scenery, designed by Ralph
Fetterly, drama student, will
(Continued on Page 4)

Drama Class To Perform
Spanish Play May 20, 21
Each semester a class in Rehearsal and Performance presents a play allowing students a
’unique experience in acting and
in production phases. This semester, "Yerma," by Spanish
Frederic() Garcia
playwright
Lorca, will be produced.
Performance dates are set lot.
May 20 and 21 at 8:15 p.m. in
Studio Theater. Tickets will be
50 cents for students at the
door. Sketches for costume, set
design and other interesting exhibits will be displayed during
intermission.
In addition to their acting duties, the students have undertaken the design and (am.struetion of eadume.s and sets, lighting design, music composition.
and choreography. to mention a
few of the spectacular elements
in the production. Everyone in
the class is either on stage re.
_
1Soo us for all your bakery needs.
Wedding cakes, party pastries.
birthday cokes and pies.
San Josers finest independent
bakery

1WWW

hearsing, in the scene shop constructing and painting sets, in
the cestume lab for "seam shop"
AS Dr. Jack Neeson, director,
calls it), or functioning in some
other essential capacity.
Cast list and telmical responsibilities includes Joe Kamitses,
Yerma; Fredric Amondsert Juan,
Yerma’s husband; David Merlellan, Victor, scund; Marian Stave,
Maria; Mari-lyn Henry. Pagan
Grone, lighting design; Joan Peterson, Dolores( a soreeressi;
Susy Honig, a young girl. AssistLee Ruggles,
ant Director;
daughter of Dolores, Publicity;
Sharon Cressio, Laundress;
Properties; Gina Wyckoff, Laundress; Costume Design; Kathy
Dunne, Laundress, Programs;
Sandi Wood, a young woman,
Propel ties; Diane Tam Yerma’s
sister-in-law, Set Design; Ann
Morris, Yerma’s
Female Mask; Choreography:
Jack Stockdale, Male Mask, Set
Design; Kevin Seligman, 1st
man; costume Design; Ed fluchanan, 2nd man; Stage Manager; and Colin Johnson 3rd
man; Musk. Composition.
ALL NEW 1963 CARS
AT LOWEST PRICES
Factory Warranty, Dealer’s Sorsilc
roil low discount.
Also trued res art
Call 360-425t
(Redwood City)

You’ll Beam
When you taste...
4,

HALFMOON PIZZA
Baked Lasagne
Raviolo
Spaghetti
and Veal Parmigiana

I-1 RA

SPECIAL STUDENT SL( IIEM DINNER
TUES. AND WED.
$.1.0()
includes bread, butter, salad and ciiffee
Our sauce is out of this world.)

2637

Story

CL I 6955

Road

§Pdafr:swee $1471.
Ee Raw-4o
DRIVE-IN
"TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD"
and
40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE"

TOWNE t-Y3Lf
1433 The Alameda
"DAVID AND LISA"
Sted.,4, $1 CO

5ARATOGA
14102 Big Basle Way
--- rind

Alfc Y
400 South First St.
"THE TRIAL"
Anthony P,:’11;’,
Orson Welles
Metre"
Poesy Selsee4ei
%Iasi SI-v
"CRY DOUBLE CROSS"

TROPICAIRE
Twin-Slue Drive-la
tout!, sc,:en
"THE BIRDS"
"THE LEGEND OF LOBO"

By gay Xinaaid
9ins cAls. Edam

and
r
high-school brethren will lie admitted for half price to the two
matinee concerts at the Monterey Folk Festival and Saturday afternoon.
Discount tickets will be on sale
only at the box office at the entrance to the fairgrounds. Students must have student body
rain’s to qualttfy.
Saturday afternoon’s concert
begins at 1:30 p.m., and featuree
blues singing Barbara Dane and
Bess Lomax Hawes. Other artists appearing in the Saturday
show will he Mike Seeger, Doc
Watson. Ralph Rinzler, John
Cohen, the Country Boys, and
others.
Sunday afternoon’s concert begins at 1 p.m., and stars Bessie
Jones’ Georgia Sea Island Singers, Betitt Hawes, ReVeIrTld Overstreet and the Overstreet boys.
the Westwind Folk Ensemble
awl the Rum ’tunnels
One of the more interesting
artists appearing at the festival
will he Texas songster Mance
Lipscomb, who is slated to sing
Saturday night.
An es-sharecropper, Lipscomb
has spent most of his life in
Texas. Liwrimb cleared about
$200 per year on the land, and
supplemented his meager income
playing guitar at dances. Today,
he is a tractor driver and foreman in MayrArga, Texas.
Students

by

a

uould rather be remembered
song than by a
- Alexander Smith

55,

. . . Concert Hall Interlude
Both Elmerlee Thomas and J:m Wood had a tremendous
rapport with the audience last week when entertaining students.
Everyone there. (Concert Hall was rather sparsely filled, was in
a receptive moor, The newest song Miss Thomas introduced the
audience to WAS "The Shape of Things." It was written by the man
of "Rioting In Africa- fame and cleverly tells the story of a double
cross with rounds, squares, rectangles and triangles. Sound delightful? ’Twos. As Miss Thomas and Wood stated after the concert.
"It is always fun to sing with a group that love you."
Other songs the audience enjoyed By Miss Thomas and Wood
were: "Lowland Lass," "All My Sorrows," "A Mighty Day," and
"Go Way from My Window." Jim Wood, a shy but very personable
guitar player, did an excellent rendition of "Guitar Prelude" and
showed good picking technique during a "Spaniah number" as he
called it.
With the assist of colored lights and placement of black
wooden stools, the "Storytellers" made a hit Saturday night. By
singing, dancing and telling stories the 17 students created a "play"
of very special interest. Their purpose was to explain to the audience how the story-teller uses sound and meaning, rhythm and
pause to move his audience. And the "Storytellers" did just that.
Especially effective were two selections: "For Esme With Love
and Squalor" and "Noah’s Flood,"
"For Esme" was done by Ray Baptista, Charles Combs and
Donald Barringer. "Noah’s Flood" was staged by Zoe Karnitses and
participating were: William Purkiss, Lee Ruggles, Michael Grimes,
Barbara Champlin, Kieran Gallagher. Dina Hubbell, James Woodhead, Judy Pembroke, and Jeanie Archer.

People were lined up around the hedge and down to the stop
sign. Cars going down the street slowed to look at all the bright
shirts, dresses, muu-muus and luscious leis. The talk of the waiting
people was of roast pig and poi. The event was the annual Hawaiian
Club’s Luauand what an exciting and exotic feast it was. People
laughed about their feet falling asleep as they sat on the floor and
enjoyed their food and entertainment. Spirits were high on fruit
punch and Tahitian dancing. Music for everyone’s dancing was
provided by Ed Mahe and his Islanders in the Women’s Gym.
Club officers are: Alfred Nakahara, Richard Ya.sui, Ethel
Tanaka, Jennifer Louie, Joe Oshiro, Merrily Hong, Stanley Takaba,
Calvin Fujii, and adviser Dr. Michael McIntyre.

"Psalm of David" and "The
Mother" by orimpneer-profestarie
Stanley Hollingsworth. The, stas
a foul of the festival. Elmetlee
Thomas and the "Storytellers"
lsee- Discoveries return:1i were
also included in the festeel’s
sehedule.
In the future are many more.
including The Game of line
and Chance" starting Friday;
"Mem History" Saturday on
KNTV, Channel 11; "Yerrna"
starting next Monday; Student
Art Exhibit opening the same
day: and "Demon Levet" on
KNTV May 25
The Fine Arts Festival Is
sprmsored, in cooperation ’a’.: Ii
the Fine Arts area of the college,
by the Spartan Programs Committee.
The committee was formed
three years ;ago when the ASH
decided there was a need to
bring culture to the campus. Its
philosophy, rather liberal, is to
bring the very best In each field
to the college.
When first started as the- Cultural Affairs Committee a .ceostitution was written hut 1I-2
years later the name was
changed to Spartan Programs.
Dick Dodson, student activities
adviser, is executive- seeretary of
the committee. Other members
are Linda Jones. chairman; Ray
Chew, special events; Judy Harris, hospitality; Lee COX. publicity; Susie Taylor. classic films;
Robert England, Ruth LaVare
and Ray Wilkerson, faculty
members: Dave’ C1/1/11, director
of classic films; and Harold
Crain. chairman, fine arts area.

The foutih annual spring
"Festival of Arts" on campus has
been bringing outstanding events
here for the past sraeral weeks.
Yesterday and tieught are

SJS, CSM
Jazz Show
Tonight
Concert Hall will reek to the
sounds of "big band" razz tomorrow night as the San Jose
State Studio Band loins forces
with the College of San Mateo
Jazz Band to present "An Education in Jazz," at It p.m.
The program will feature both
big band and combo jazz, with
the accent on the modern jazz
scene.
The SJS Studio band has been
organized a year and a half, and
in that time it has developed
into a very well integrated unit.
The band has made an extensive tour of local high schools.
and N fresh from a successful
appearance at the San Francisco
State College Jazz Festival.
The group plays arrangements
by the top arrangers in jazz today. including GU Evans, Miles
Davis, John Coltrane and George
Russell,
The CSM Jazz Band played at
the Monterey Jazz Festival in
1960. Admission to the concert
will be 50 rents, to pay for
transportation costs for the CSM
group.

Oat of
World Food
at Doti n to Earth Prices
Whether it’s a meal or
a snack try . . .

KSJS Master Log
4.14
4:15
4:30
4:45
500
5:05
6:00
7:00
7:30
8:00
815
8:30
8:36

JACK STOCKDALE works on a
part of the scenery for "Yerma,"
a production of Speech and
Drama Rehearsal and Performance class starting Monday at
8:15. Tickets are 50 cents for
students, purchased at the door
of the Studio Theater.

Student Art Work
Displayed Monday
The second exhibit of sludeo
art work this year will be on
display, and for sale, next. Week
Monday through June 7,
The show is competitive and
Will be judged by Mr. Alfred
Frankenstein of the San Francisco Chronicle. Several rash
prizes will be awarded including
a $100 Purchase Award from In.
ternational Business Machines
Corporation.
The Student. Fine Arts Exhibtlion will be in the college Art
gallery, open from 9 to 4 earh
week day and 1:15 to 5 p.m
each Sunday.
A pilaiew of the display, foe
turing watercolor and oil paint.
nuts, collages, drawings, print.
making, Wrest, %tett-Led metal,
east bronze: east ahuninum and
ceramic sculpture, will he given
(01 arlista and friends May 19.
-- -

north screen
"NINE HOURS TO ROMA,"
"LOVE IS A
MANY SPLENDERED THING"

51

’Festival of Arts’
Brings Culture

DISCOVERIES

Discounted
For Students
L’ollege

SPARTAN D/111.1r-1

Tuesday, May 14, 1963

4:14
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:05
6:00
7:00
7:15
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
8 36
4.14
4:15
4:30

4:45
5:00
5:05
6:00
8:00
8:15
6:30
4,14

4:15
4.30
4 45
:00
S05
6-00
7.00
8.00
8:15
8.30
8:36

WEEK OF MAY 1317
MONDAY
Sign On
Spartan Show Part 1
Newt
Spartan Show Part 2
Books in the News
Aperitif
YOU.. Twilight Concert
Georgetown Forum
Folk Sampler
Newt
BBC World Report
Today in Sports
Sign Off
TUESDAY
Sign On
Spartan Show Peri I
News
Spartan Strew Part 2
Doctor, Tell Me
Aperitif
Your Twilight Concert
Gallery of Short Stories
The Column,
France on the Move
Newt
Washington Report
Today in Sports,
Sign Off
WEDNESDAY
Sign On
Spartan Show Part 1
News
Spartan Show Part 2
Law in the News
Aperitif
Your Twilight Concert
News
Career Forum
Today in Sports
THURSDAY
Sign On
Spc+811 Show Part I
Newt
Spartan Show Part
MralicI Milstones
Aperitif
Y0.11. TWOig 10 GCMG...4

Sony;..1
Nrs.,
World 04 the Paprbeci
Today in Sport.
Sign Off

FRIDAY
4:14
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:05
6:00
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:15
1130
836

Sign On

Howard’s
Crystal Creamery

Pert 1
News
Spartan Show Part 2
Business Review
Aper:tif
Your Turirgist Concert
Special of the Week
Portrait in Jan
News
The Well
Today in Sports
Sign Off

Spartan Show

Fountain Restaurant
71h & Santa Cl..,., San Jose

On
Sale

HIGHLIGHTS
MONDAY
7:00 GEORGETOWN FORUM
Meaning of Communism

TUESDAY
5:00 DOCTOR, TELL ME: Are there
evidences of psychiatric illness in
infants?
7:00 GALLERY OF SHORT STORIES.
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings: Moth.,
in Mannville
7:30 FRANCE ON THE MOVE,
Youth
WEDNESDAY
5:00 LAW IN THE NEWS: ROCOCO
Supreme Court Decisions on Vac
Eons
THURSDAY
5:00 MEDICAL MILESTONES: Mental
Illness
7:00 SURVIVAL: Democratisation of
China
11:15 WORLD OF THE PAPERBACK
SCSI Bellow discusses novels by hit
contensporeries
FRIDAY
5.00 BUSINESS REVIEW. Programmed
Learn.ng Center for Business at the
University o4 Michigan
8:11 THE WALL: Th. Well in Chine

GOOD EATIN’
PODNAH

104 South Pies*

A SPEECH AND DRAMA PRODUCTION

"THE MAN FROM
THE DINERS CLUB"
Denny Keys
Kay St

Runs Friday and Saturday. May 17, 18
Also May 22 through 25
ISC: STUN-NTS

$1 .25 GENERAL

Box office open 1-5 daily
4ame

BUY ONE

ONLY 50c

BUILD A WHOLE LIBRARY AT AMAZING SAVINGS
DURING MAY BOOR SALE!
WINE, WOMEN & TOROS

r
$395
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$5811
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UNIVERSE 31

EGYPTIAN MAGIC
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$ire

$2"
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Come in and browse to your heart’s content
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CURTAIN AT 8:15 P.M. -- COLLEGE THEATRE

"DESIGNING WOMAN"
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by Pierre de Marivaux

Les Crane Buddy Greco and
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Don’t Miss These Special Features:
I6-page color insert!
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to talk abou the weather. It’s certain to
change.

SPECIAL COMBINATION
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Tostado

Rice or Beans

Salad
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Psychologists Study
Athletes’ Motivation
By MIKE DUNNE
deciding factor beMotivation
tween an outstanding show and a
so-so performance in athletic competition - has fallen under the investigating eyes of three San Jose
State psychologists.
Searching for the causes of motivation are Dr. Bruce C. Ogilvie,
professor of psychology, Thomas
Tutko, assistant professor of psychology, and Glen Robertson, graduate student.
By testing teams at the University of Southern California,
Stanford University and SJS, the
three psychological researchers
are looking for factors that motivate an athlete to record performances.
To find these factors they are
examining personality, character
and motivation traits of athletes in
major sports in order to determine
whether they are different from
those of a typical college student.
In so doing, two questions they
are asking are: is it possible to
distinguish athletes who realize
their potential from those who
don’t; and is it possible to enhance
or accelerate motivation through
insight into personality traits?
Using six separate tests eneompassing 72 separate but not
Independent personality dimensions, they hope to find answers
to the above questions.
"An example of a personality
dimension is determining whether
an athlete is a social introvert or
extrovert," said Dr. Ogilvie.
Two of the tests attempt to measure discrete aspects of the athletes’ personality and what their
psychological needs might be.
Two more tests examine their
family structure.
One is a projective test that
will attempt to tap deeper areas
of their personality, and the final test Is a personal reaction
inventory.
All tests are pencil and paper
type, with no individual "on-thecouch" interviews.
"We hope to use what information we get to enhance an individual’s performance and equip
coaches with valid insights into

each athlete’s needs that must be
met if he truly is to meat his
potential," reported Dr. Ogilvie.
He added, "An initial look at the
rough data suggests that no two
athletes can be motivated by the
same technique."
With the information they Tuesday, May 14, 1963
SPARTAN DAILY-8
gather, the pair would like to
see coaches trained to use the
material in a professional way.
Bud Winter, head varsity track
coach, foresees the day when this
is so. Said Winter, "From the
motivation viewpoint we use psychology on athletes now, but when
we do we’re not sure we’re using
the right psychology. This research
will remove this question mark."
Winter feels this could be a pilot
study for the rest of the country,
while Dr. Ogilvie emphasizes, "We
are way behind other major nations in instituting studies of athletes who compete in international
competition."
He added. "The United States
hasn’t even begun to study the
nature and factors that contribute to high athletic motivation."
Unique about this "pilot" study
is its vast programmed scale, encompassing three schools and nearly 300 athletes, mostly trackmen.
According to Dr. Ogilvie, earlier
studies throughout the world have
been on an individual basis. The
largest previous studies have been
in the Soviet Union, examining
t, by Bob Hall
just two or three athletes, and
SPEAR -HEADS SPARTANS
Strong-armed sprinter Jimmy
resulting in fragmentary informaSpear returns to SJS water polo action Friday night when the
tion
locals clash with San Francisco Olympic Club in Spartan Pool.

KSJS Sportscast
Each evening at 8:30 Tom
VanAmburg presents it five-minute sports e llllll tientary on KSJS.
VanAmburg pans the sports
scene, local and national, collegiate and profesisonal, to compile his commentary on sports.
The program keeps &IS students up to date on campus
sports events as well as standings
of the baseball leagues.

By GENE WILLIAMS
Coach Lee Walton’s water poloists. the last of the Spartan spring
trainees, will receive the proverbial
acid test *.Yhen they match aqua
talents with traditional powerhouse San Francisco Olympic
Friday night at 8 in Spartan Pool.
Admission prices are listed at
;111111111111111111111111111111111111111 CLIP HERE
50 cents for ASH card-holders and
6.1 for non -students.
All receipts from the game
will he deflated to the European
tour fund. This summer eleven
poloist% will represent the United states In a move designed to
sharpen the tiiini fur the upRegular 75s. Clip ad for a delicious meal. Tuesday only.
coming 1964 Olympic ()antes.
Spartan polo enthusiasts will
have a final opportunity to ohnye
n
tno
erve the many talents of grad520 Alma (Next to Alma Golf)
uating senior Jim Monsees, wit,:
,11111111111111111111111111111111111111 CLIP HERE 1111111111111111111111111111111in liar= was twice named to the All -Northern California team and received
All-American honorable mention
last season.
Four other Spartans will he
san lose’s newest, most modern
making their final SJS appear-

Gino’s Tues. Special
Spaghetti & Meatballs
50c
ALMA GOLF COURSE

c.

Only Lighted Golf
Course in Northern
California
GOLF 75C Students and faculty
Monday thru Friday
MINIATURE GOLF

Lt

50c With A.S.B. Card
* miniature gait’
* snack bar

* 9-hale golf course
* petting greens

ALMA GOLF COURSE
mmbsor Sprtan Foundation
445 W. Alma St., San Jose

ONE STOP

THAT KEEPS
YOU GOING

ST.

SJS Judoists Promoted
Within Brown Belt Rank
Okamoto, nattonal
All..
leg i a t
135-pound champion, v..,
one of two San Jose State kale
ists promoted in the brown belt
division at Saturday’s promotional
tournament at Berkeley.
Okamoto, who’ll graduate in
June, was elevated to first -degree
brown belt for his fine performance at University of California’s
Ilarmon Gym.
Freshimui heavyweight Ron
Bosom was boosted to !second degree tortoni] belt, Joining Oka to as the Ione San Jose en-

ril. promoted in their etas’s.
’ degree black hell Kay
.1.,, 165-txsind National Colleei:d. kingpin, gave a solid performar,ce at Berkeley, and is now
under consideration for second degree black.
The promotional is the final
match for Yosh Uchida’s national
champs, who recently won the national collegiate team title for the
second straight year.
None of the new brown belts
in Wednesday’s pr
lions! in
Spartan Gym will be eligible for
promotion until nest ear.
I

driving

Mexico Summer Fiesta

(Everthing included)

Murphy won the 5,000-meter
run at Fresno’s West Coast Relays with Fishback finishing runner-up. Danny was instructed to
stay with Oregon State’s Rich
Cuddihy until near the finish. but
Cuddihy wasn’t about to break
any records, so the San Jose
sophomore took off at the twomile mark and won much easier
than his winning time of 14:34.5
suggests.
Lester Bond, in the broad jump,
will be the lone SJS field entry
at the Coliseum. Bond finished
fifth at 24-6’2 in Fresno Saturday.
Lloyd NIurad will run the open
100 and Dwight Middleton will
cast his 1111MY among an expected strong 440 dash field.

Participants will compete in
14 esents, including broad jump,
high jump. pole %atilt, shot put.
discus. baseball throw, 711-tsrd
high hurdles, I00-yard dash, 440yard dash 220-yard dash, 180 yard dash, low hurdles, 880 -yard
relay. 880-yard run and the mile
run.
A managers’ meeting will be held
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in MG201.
The meeting will determine how
each team’s men will run, as far
as heats are concerned, Unruh said.
It will also be decided whether or
not the 880 and mile finals should
be held on the same day.
Sigma Chi and Pi Kappa Alpha
meet on field three, and Alpha
Tau Omega plays Theta Chi on
field one today in the top fraternity softball action. In other
games, Sigma Alpha Epsilon meets
Delta Upsilon on field two, Delta
Sigma Phi and Phi Sigma Kappa
meet on field four and Sigma Pi
tangles with Lambda Chi Alpha
on field six. Six slow -pitch games
are also ,chedilled
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RUBIO’S SHELL
(just across

San

Bud Winter will send relay
teams in the 440, 880 and taro
mile events to LW/ Angeles. Individually, it will be Danny Murphy in the 5,000-meter and PanAmerican Games champion Jeff
Mills:a* going in the 3,000meter steeplechase.

Record No.
Of Entries
For Meet

TOUR MEXICO
$275

lrifum it comes to any auto service. yort name
it, we do it fast . . . and do it right! One

from the library)
292 MI
-4t4,
Street
&
Fernando

school is considering a Coliseum
offer to fly them out especially for
the race.
Louis Davidson, Harvey Franklin, Joe Neff and John Garrison
ran 7:34.4 at the Mt. San Antonio
Relays, bettering the recognized
national frosh record of 7:37.5 set
by Occidental in 1960
However, Mel Holmes, the new
frosh record holder at 47.8 In
the quarter mile, Is making a

Dean Miller’s freshman twomile relay teams will get back in
action at Los Angeles.
Coliseum meet officials have
scheduled a special two-mile frosh
baton race between SJS. the ponding national record holder; UCLA,
Oregon State, Occidental and posance Friday --Austin Wiswell, Jim sibly Fordham. The New York
Baugh, Bob Lee and 1962 team
captain John Henry.
Although losing the majority
of last season’s outstanding club
In graduation tali of the aforementioned were regulars), Walton has a promising flock of
freshman and transfer students
to Inspire rebuilding notions.
The SJS mentor is especially
high on the improved play of ’62
frosh stalwarts Bill Parker, Mike
Hansen and Allan Hubbard. ParkAccording to Intramural Director
er, along with goalie prospect Bill
House, co-captained the Northern Dan Unruh, the record number of
California freshman champions of entries received in the intramural
last season.
office last Friday will make the
Gary Reed, a fast breaking all -college track meet the largest
guard from Fullerton, Is the best
of a good lot of transfer stu- ever. There will be about three
times as many participants as last
dents.
The favored Olympic Club outfit year, Unruh added.
is headed by former Stanford
The meet will be run Friday and
.splashers Bob Lorton and Don Saturday at Spartan Field. FriBuehler arid current All-American day’s trials will begin at 3:45 p.m
’candid i , Marty Hull also of the while the finals will be held SatTrite.
urday. beginning at 10:30 a m.

Let us check
your car now
for summer

quirk stop here

A busy weekend is planned for
San Jose State trackmen, starting Friday for those varsity and
frosh privileged few who’ll compete at the Coliseum Relays in
Los Angeles.
The Northern California Invitational at Berkeley is scheduled
for 3:30 p.m. Saturday, so Spartans competing at the Coliseum
meet the evening before can expect a tiring trip home to "Prepar" them for Berkeley.

Spartan Water Poloists
Prep for Olympic Club

9 hole golf course

9

’Spartans To Pile Up Mileage
Over Active Track Weekend

Aztec Ruins
Bull Fights
Tosco Silversmiths
Gondolas
Surfs of Acapulco
Excellent Food
And many other awe-inspiring sites,
Splendid Scenery
hilly the most eArellently planned 15.,day tour ever de.
fwd. Ginmeirmisiv sophist.), ot,,d as you never drewned
1le.iieo could he.

CALL CY 3 1031
N...j-m

travel agency

,1111707-79TH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Vito Croft Corp. offers soles
opportunities for 4 men who
desire above overage earnings
for full-time summer employment.
Complete

training program

Contacts made by customer
referrals.
Top men store over $3000 for
14 weeks work.
Call H. H. Winchester, 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. or 5 p.m. to 7
pm. May 13, 14 and IS.
Phone 297-8455

bid for a berth on the halt
relay team,
fluirneh hasn’t run the MO th,
year, but moved oat to a 1:18.0
clocking in the 660 during a
cent practice session.
’AlSaturday. at Berkeley
.b:se
ford. California and
,State’s varsity and freshmen. plus
the Santa Clara Valley -Youth Village. will all meet in a clo:ed,
non -scoring triangular.

Quarterback Option System
Requires Leader Confidence
(EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second in five -part series of articles
previewing the 1963 Spartan football
team,
By DAVE NEWHOUSE

"In our system, the quarterback
must be a confident
almost
’cocky’indlvidual, who feels every
play he calls is right, regardless of
what others think."
This Is the type of quarterback, Boll Titehenal (speaking
above) wants to direct his foothail teams at San Jose State. As
Tilchenal sees it, the quarterback position should he the first
one considered when formulating
a football train.
"Terry Baker, who has as much
confidence as ability (Baker was
last year’s Heisman Trophy winner), took an average Oregon State
and made it into a winning team,"
Titehenal said. "I want a man di recting my team who wants to win
as much as Baker."
In Rand Carter, the Spartans
have a natural passer, who hit
53 per cent of his passes last fall
190-1681. Carter, a 185-pound
senior and former All-American
junior college pick at Santa Monica, took over as No. 1 signal caller at mid-season, and held the
job over the rest of the campaign
A year of experience has helped
Carter. However, he’ll need till and more to withstand sophomor,
Ken Berry (1751, who is seriousi
bidding for a starting berth.
Berry Is mnre the option -type
quarterback Titchenal wants to
direct his offense. He can run
and pass equally well. While
Carter Is prcdovidnatel) the passing quarterback.
"We’ll be using the roll -out option play more and more this
year." declared Isitchenal.
"Our quarterback will be handling the ball either off the
T-formation or the double-wing,
the wing formation out split-oli
halfbacks will move in motion 1..

ward the backfield, where they’ll
block for our sweeping quarterbacks."
Berry may show himself to be
it more proficient passer in the
fall. as a chipped bone in his hand
marred his effectiveness in spring
practice.
The probability of brother Inv Mg brother this season is Jerj
likely, as Ken’s brother Bob is
first-string quarterback at (Sregin, 5.15 plass the Ducks Nos,
2, at Eugene, Ore.
Doug Bockus, an All-Northern
California J.C. selection in 1962.
can play either QB or halfback.
Despite his 175 pounds he is a
good runner. Bockus is a junior.
Bob Miller 11771 played a lot as
a freshman last year. If he can
recover from a bad ankle and
show some ability as a runnerto
go with a good passing arm- -Miller
could fit admirably into San Jose’s

,
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I guess Hi
Have to Hidc!
All I did was wear my
new A-1 RACERS to
school. You’d think I
was a star, the way
the girls mob me.
I’m not conceited
...I know they’re
RACERS fans!

....

HANK’S
Barber Shop
Henry

Wennabe

Own,

Specializing in
all styles of hair cuts
Alma Center 148 Alma St

29341705

Student
Bowling
3 lines $1 anytime
35c a line after 6 p.m.
Open 24 Hrs.
7 Days A Week
TRY our
STEAK

$1.35

DOWNTOWN
BOWL

W Santa Clara St

CY 4-7800

Al Racers
s,cAs
$4.98 to 6.98
It your favorite campus !.1.

Art 111artinez
290 South First St.
Use your Bankamericard or
the First National Charge Plan
All perking tickets validated

We go9:4 ctere

er+d
Cellefe

Chop

371 S. lit St.

A Full Line of
Al Tapers . . .sz. 26-36

.
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Toesday, May 14, ParZt

Pre-Reg Data
Pi -registration fur home economies majors and minors will be
hatb,1 Friday, May 17, fruni 12 nouti
to 5 pin Monday, May 20. from
3-5 p.m, and Tuesday. May 21.
front 8 amt. to 12 noun.
Students should make an ap- ’
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Lyke Begins
Campus Orbit
Tomorrow

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

Emerging Nations Ugh! Final Exam
Conference Topic Schedule Ready

Business Banquet
Tomorrow Night

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium. a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a cheek or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be hi by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
’
Check a Classification:
",2, A nnnnn cements ’ Business Services’: Instructioa
:-, Automotive
- Housing
:; Merchandise
Print your ad here:

(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)
Starting Date

Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Clichs One)
Check No

Enclosed $

Deadline for entries in the 1963
Kappa Alpha Mu Photo Contest
is 3:30 p.m.. Friday. The contest,
open to all San Jose State students, is sponsored annually by the
campus KAM chapter.
Trophies will be awarded to student photographers who submit the
top three photos in the competition. Don 0. Webb of Webb’s Photo Supply is providing the trophies.
F.ntry blanks and contest rules
may be obtained in the Photojournalism Laboratory, J112, in the
pluno section of the Physical Science Department and at Spartan
Bookstore.
PhousTaplis entered in the competition should be submitted to Joe
Swan, assistant professor of journalism, in J112 before the Friday
deadline. An entry fee of $1 per
photograph will be charged for the
first three photographs entered.
The fourth and consecutive photographs may be entered free of
charge.
Judges for this year’s contest
will be Nestor Barrett, photo
columnist for the San Jose Mercury-News; Jess Marlow, commentator-photographer for KNTV;
Eddie Chong, official photographer
I’, r Santa Clara County, and Wes
Hammond, a local photographer.
Winning photographs, honorable
mentions, and photos selected for
exhibit will be placed on display
in the newly reopened central
building of the library next week.

Sigma Delta Chi
instah Officers
San Jose State’s undergraduate
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, national men’s profesional journalism
society. recently installed new officers for the 1963-64 school year.
Jesse Chambers, senior journalism major, was named to replace
Keith Takahashi as president. Mike
Dunne succeeds Fred Ragland as
vice-president.
Dan McLean took over secretarial chores from Rich Dyer and
Ron Bottini was named treasurer
replacing Tom Kennedy,
Mike Murphy was named to the
newly created publicity post.

The fit th annual Amounting
Conference, jointly sponsored
by
the San Jose chapter of the
California Society of Certified Public
Accountants and the Accounting
Department of the SJS Division
of Business, is scheduled for
Sat.
R
urdaLtstroinEtlio3o2.
for the day -long
activities will begin at 8:30 an
Luncheon is included in the $75
fee.
Students interested in attending
may do so at reduced prices, with
their ASB card, and should contact Dr. Robert D. Walker, associate professor of accounting. LC3O1
or extension 2181.

Subjects of discussion Sill be:
"New Frontiers in Management
Services for the Small and Medium
Size Clients"; "Commercial }inaneing and How to Obtain It"; "Accountaing in the Space Age" and
"Current Federal Tax Legislation."

0.1. Club Slates
Senior Barbecue
The Occupational Therapy Clubs
annual Senior Farewell Barbecue
will be held at the Alnualen Resort
Saturday frem 11 am. to 7 p.m
according to Ann Warren, 0.T.
Club publicity chairman.
Sports such as swimming and
volleyball will be offered in addilion to the chicken barbecue.
All interested students may par.
ticipate. Tickets, costing $1.25 for
club members and $1.50 for nonmembers, will be on sale tomorrow
and Wednesday, 8:30-11:30 a.m, in
the Health Building lobby
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Female A.F. Rep
Due on Campus
Interested in becoming a female
Air Force officer?
If so, Captain Winnifred Springer, air force female oficer selection representative, will be on campus tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. in Adm234, placement service
office.
She will be available for personal
or small group interviews, and no
appointments are necessary, according to Technical Sergeant Kenneth A. Baker, local Air Force
recruiter.

Photography Accounting Society
Competition Slates Conference
Saturday in E132
Ends Friday

1

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP
339 S. 1st St.
(across from Hale s)
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3.00
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For display advertising rates call CT 4-6414, 1st 2081,
from 1.20 to 4:20, Monday through Friday.
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* Imported Pipes
aid Tobeccot
* Blexprschaem and
Calabash Pipe.
* Smokers Accsorle

"Tareyton’s Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
says Scipio (Wahoo) Maximus, dynamic cheer leader of the Coliseum Gladiators.
"Hiptis, hipus, hoorayo!"
yells Wahon, "and tres cheers for our favorite cigarette, Dual Filter Tareyton. Vero, here’s
flavor -de gas (thus you
nerer thought you’d get from any filter etgarette!"
Dotal Filter makes the difference
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